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Abstract

Chinese named entity recognition (CNER) in the judicial domain is an important and fundamental task in the analysis
of judgment documents. However, only a few researches have been devoted to this task so far. For Chinese named
entity recognition in judgment documents, we propose the use a bidirectional long-short-term memory (BiLSTM)
model, which uses character vectors and sentence vectors trained by distributed memory model of paragraph vectors
(PV-DM). The output of BiLSTM is used by conditional random field (CRF) to tag the input sequence. We also improved
the Viterbi algorithm to increase the efficiency of the model by cutting the path with the lowest score. At last, a novel
dataset with manual annotations is constructed. The experimental results on our corpus show that the proposed
method is effective not only in reducing the computational time, but also in improving the effectiveness of named
entity recognition in the judicial domain.
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1 Introduction
Named entity recognition (NER), aiming to extract the
words or expressions denoting specific entities from doc-
uments, is a core research topic in the fields of nature
language processing (NLP) and multimedia security. It
has been extensively investigated in recent years [1] and
applied in various scenarios, such as information extrac-
tion, dialog system, sentence parsing, machine translation,
and metadata annotation.
The general named entities studied by academic com-

munity are divided into three categories: entity, time, and
number. These categories are further divided into seven
sub-categories: person name, organization name, place,
time, data, currency, and percentage, respectively. In dif-
ferent domains, we can also define named entities unique
to the domain.
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Named entity in text contains rich semantics and is an
important semantic unit. Recognizing these named enti-
ties from the original plays an important role in natural
language understanding. Recently, named entity recogni-
tion has achieved quite satisfactory results to some extent,
so some scholars regard it as a solved problem. But in
practical applications, there are still many problems to be
solved.
At present, named entity recognition has achieved good

results in some limited fields and corpus, such as news.
But these methods cannot be effectively transferred to
other fields, such as biology, medical, military, and judi-
cial fields. On the one hand, because the text in different
fields contains its unique named entities, for example,
the judicial documents will contain the penalty, laws, and
regulations and other unique entities, while the meth-
ods applied in the field of news are not universal in this
field. On the other hand, due to the lack of correspond-
ing annotation datasets in these fields, it is difficult to use
large-scale datasets for model training.
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In addition to the above problems, the named entity
recognition of different languages also has great dif-
ferences. Zhu et al. [2] enhance the representation by
increasing the entity-context diversity without relying on
external resources and present a flexible NER framework
compatible with different languages and domains. They
conduct experiments on five languages, such as English,
German, Spanish, Dutch, and Chinese, and biomedical
fields, such as identifying the chemicals and gene/protein
terms from scientific works.
In English and some other European language, there are

spaces between words as division marks, and the initial
of proper nouns will be capitalized. But in Chinese, there
is no obvious word boundary. In Chinese NER (CNER),
most research is based on available public datasets [3].
Chen et al. [4] used conditional random fields and maxi-
mum entropy model for CNER without segmentation and
obtained 86.2% in F1 onMicrosoft Research Asia (MSRA)
dataset and 88.53% in F1 on City University of Hong Kong
(CITYU) dataset. Named entities contain specific nouns
with specific meanings in different fields. Zhang et al.
[5] used a Lattice LSTM for CNER. Compared with the
character-based method, the Lattice model uses words
and word order features without segmentation error, and
this produced the best results on datasets in several dif-
ferent fields. However, in judicial field, NER is a difficult
task because of the following characteristics of judgment
documents.

1. The development of artificial intelligence technology
in judicial field is relatively slow due to the lack of
annotated dataset. In this paper, we focus on judg-
ment documents, which have several domain speci-
ficities. According to the classification of Supreme
People’s Court of the PRC, the types of documents
include judgments, rulings, mediations, decisions,
notices, and orders, each of which has different char-
acteristics.

2. Judgment documents are professional descriptions of
the process of a case, relevant evidence, applicable
laws and regulations, and the result of a judgment.
They contain a large number of special expressions
such as professional terms in judgment documents.
The generic types of entities designed for general NER
are no longer sufficient in this field.

3. There are many nested names of organizations, laws,
and regulations in judicial documents. For example,
“ ” (Procuratorate of
Guilin city of Guangxi Zhuang Autonomous Region)
is an organization name in which a place name
“ ” (Guilin city of Guangxi
Zhuang Autonomous Region) is nested; Similarly,
there are an organization name “ ” (Supreme
court) and a law “ ”

(Criminal procedure law of the People’s
Republic of China) in a regulatory name
“ ”
(Explanation of the Supreme court about the Crimi-
nal procedure law of the People’s Republic of China).
The names of laws and regulations are usually very
long, and the length of the accusation and the names
of laws and regulations are often uncertain, which
makes it difficult to find rules.

With the development of cloud services, it provides a lot
of convenience for our work. Le et al. [6] design an anno-
tation system based on Web Ontology Language (OWL)
to enrich the semantic expressivity of the model. And
they also propose a Cloud Service Selection with Crite-
ria Interaction (CSSCI) framework and a priority-based
CSSCI (PCSSCI) to solve service selection problems in
the case where there is a lack of historical information to
determine criteria relations and weights [7].
To improve the precision of NER, we propose a method

based on a character level bi-directional long-short-term
memory network (BiLSTM). In the proposed method, we
use character-level BiLSTM to avoid word segmentation
error. To address the issue that explicit word information
is not fully exploited, we fuse character vector with sen-
tence vector which is train by distributed memory model
of paragraph vectors (PV-DM). Then, we further use con-
ditional random field (CRF) layer to tag the input. In our
implementation, we also try to improve the efficiency of
Viterbi algorithm by pruning some useless path, leading to
reduced average prediction time. We construct an anno-
tated dataset of judgment documents manually and tested
our method on it. Data enhancement is used to avoid one-
ness of entity to improve the generalization ability of the
model.
The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. In

Section 2, we introduce the related work on named enti-
ties in different languages and fields, Section 3 presents
themethods we proposed in detail, Section 4 discusses the
experimental setup and results, and Section 5 concludes
the work finally.

2 Related works
NER usually includes two parts: determining entity
boundaries and identifying entity types. The recognition
of named entities in English and other European lan-
guages is much helped by the fact that some entities follow
obvious patterns. For example, personal names usually
start with capital letters. Compared to Chinese, words in
English are also naturally delimited.
The main methods of NER include those that are based

on rules and dictionaries, statistics, combination of rules
and statistics, and neural networks. The task has tradi-
tionally been solved as a sequence labeling problem.Ma et
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al. [8] used an LSTM-CNN-CRF which implements end-
to-endNER for part-of-speech (POS) tagging task without
feature engineering and data processing. They achieved
97.55% precision and 91.21% in F1 score. Lample et al. [9]
achieved the state-of-the-art for English NER by integrat-
ing character information into word representation.
The early mainstream methods of named entity recog-

nition are rule-based. A representative work is DL-Co
training method proposed by Wang et al. [10]. In this
study, rules are automatically discovered and generated
by machine learning. First, a set of seed rules is defined,
and then, more rules are obtained through iterations of
unsupervised learning on the corpus. Finally, the rules
are applied to entity recognition of person, place, and
organization names. Their research shows that unlabeled
data can help reduce the supervision requirements to only
seven “seed” rules. This method effectively utilizes the
natural redundancy in the data. For many named entities,
the spelling of the name and the context in which the name
appears are sufficient to determine the type of the entity.
Mikheev et al. [11] found that combination of rules and
statistic model can identify place names without using a
named entity dictionary.
Despite the good result obtained, rule-based methods

are inherently limited in coverage: In practice, it is impos-
sible to define rules to cover all the cases. In addition, it is
often difficult to transfer the rules designed for a domain
to another domain.
Support vector machine (SVM) is widely used in text

and image classification. The support vector machine
recursive feature elimination (SVMRFE) method is used
to improve the classification accuracy [12]. And they
propose to extract forensic features to improve the clas-
sification accuracy [13]. Recently, considering the prior
knowledge extracted from training samples, Lan et al. pro-
posed an excellent representation-based classifier called
PKPCRC, and the comparative results show that it
achieves state-of-the-art performance [14].
More recent work on NER is usually based on machine

learning methods, in particular, deep learning methods
[15, 16]. It is also extended to many other languages
than European languages. Hammerton [17] successfully
applied LSTM for NER for the first time. Mo et al.
[18] constructed a dataset for Burmese NER by divid-
ing Burmese text into syllables and conducted experi-
ments using various models and methods. Among them,
the BiLSTM-CRF model has achieved the best perfor-
mance. Anh et al. [19] proposed a method for Viet-
namese Part-of-Speech Tagging (POS Tagging) and NER.
Experiments were conducted using bi-word information
sources, character-based word representation, and pre-
trained word vectors. The precision rate was 93.52% in
POS tagging tasks and 94.88% in NER tasks, reaching the
state-of-the-art performance.

Compared with English, the biggest difference and diffi-
culty of Chinese named entity recognition lies in the fact
that a Chinese text does not have explicit word bound-
aries like in English texts. Therefore, the first step of
named entity recognition is to determine word bound-
aries, namely word segmentation [20, 21]. Chinese named
entity recognition is thus impacted by the effectiveness of
Chinese word segmentation.
On Chinese word segmentation, Qiu’s [22] research

shows that Chinese word segmentation has high accu-
racy on news datasets, but the segmentation accuracy in
other domains is much lower. In an attempt to develop an
approach applicable to different domains, they designed a
novel dual propagation algorithm, which combines named
entities with common context patterns and serves as
a plug-in for training model word segmentation in the
source domain.
Xu et al. [23] propose a simple effective neural frame-

work to derive the character-level embeddings for NER
in Chinese text, named ME-CNER. A character embed-
ding is derived with rich semantic information harnessed
at multiple granularities, ranging from radical, character
to word levels. Also a convolutional-gated recurrent unit
(Conv-GRU) network is designed to capture semantic rep-
resentation for a character based on its local context and
long-range dependence.
Zhou et al. [24] used multiple HMMs in series for NER.

Firstly, an N-gram model is used to model sentence seg-
ments. The output of a lower-layer HMM is used as input
of a higher-layer HMM. A web search engine is then
used to collect data to calculate the degree of association
between named entities so as to identify and disaggregate
synonym entities.
Wang et al. [25] proposed segment-level Chinese NER

using GCNN-LSTM model with beam search algorithm.
The problem is solved based on beam-search algorithm,
and some low-quality information is selectively discarded
by gate mechanism. For a given Chinese character input
sequence, the segment information is obtained while it
is segmented, and the segment is labeled by the encoder.
Through analysis, the overall score of the input sequence
is obtained, and the segmentation marker sequence with
the highest score is selected as the final prediction
result.
Devlin et al. [26] proposed Bidirectional Encoder

Representations from Transformers (BERT) model and
achieved improvements in many tasks including NER.
Li et al. [27] pre-train BERT model on the unlabeled
Chinese clinical records, which can leverage the unla-
beled domain-specific knowledge. Different layers such
as LSTM and CRF are used to extract the text features
and decode the predicted tags, respectively. Radical fea-
tures of Chinese characters are used to improve the model
performance as well.
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Fig. 1 PV-DMmodel structure. Predict that the next word is “fish” through the given words “cat likes eating”

The main purpose of Chen et al. [28] was to auto-
matically identify Adverse Drug Reaction (ADR)-related
entities from the narrative descriptions of Chinese ADE
Reports (ADERs) so as to serve as supplements when eval-
uating the structured section of cases, which can further

assist in ADR evaluation. In this paper, they employed two
highly successful NER models of CRF and BiLSTM-CRF,
as well as one generated Lexical Feature-based BiLSTM-
CRF (LF-BiLSTM-CRF) model to conduct NER tasks
respectively in the Chinese ADEPDs in this paper. Large

Fig. 2 Character-level BiLSTM structure. The input character sequence is vectorized and the output is the corresponding tag sequence
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Fig. 3 Linear chain conditional random fields. Input sequence is observation sequence, while the output sequence is a label sequence. It is a
conditional probability model

amounts of data weremanually annotated formodel train-
ing. To take full advantage of the un-annotated raw data,
they also explored a semi-supervised iterative training
strategy of tri-training on the basis of three established
models to crosswise give un-annotated cases tags with
high confidence and subsequently add the newly tagged
cases into the training sets to retrain the basic models.
Because of the differences between domains, the meth-

ods mentioned above often cannot perform well in
domains other than news articles. Zhu et al. [29] have
studied the application of the Convolutional Attention
Network (CAN) to Chinese named entity recognition.
The model consists of a character-level Convolutional
Neural Network (CNN) with local-attention mechanism
and a Gated Recurrent Unit (GRU) of global self-attention
mechanism captures information from context and adja-
cent characters. Experiments show that this method
achieves good results when character vectors and exter-
nal dictionaries have some difficulties for NER in different
fields.

3 Methods
In this section, we elaborate how we fuse character vec-
tor and sentence vector. Next, we also introduce the
character-level Bi-LSTM model and conditional random
fields (CRF) with improved Viterbi algorithm. In addition,
we present how to improve Viterbi algorithm used in CRF.

3.1 Fusion of character and sentence vector
In text vectorization, bag−of−words (BOW) [30, 31] is a
commonly used method, but this method will lose part of
the word order information and semantic information. In
addition, the establishment and maintenance of vocabu-
laries are worth considering. Too many vocabularies will
lead to significant sparseness of document representa-
tion vectors. In this paper, we build character vectors and
fuse them with sentence vector before feeding them to
BiLSTM for training. The Chinese character vectors are

independent from the specific vocabulary (words) and
thus provide a robust representation of texts in different
domains.
We use distributed memory model of paragraph vectors

(PV-DM) [32] for sentence embedding. The method of
training sentence vectors is similar to the method of train-
ing word vectors, the core idea of which is to predict the
context of each word for prediction.
In the PV-DM model, each sentence is mapped to an

independent vector, which is a column of the matrix; at
the same time, each word is mapped to an independent
vector, which is a column of the matrix. It is on average or
end-to-end for the sentence vector and these word vectors
to predict the next word in the text. This model can learn
fixed length vector representation from variable length
text segments, such as a single sentence, a paragraph, or
a document. The structure of PV-DM model is shown in
Fig. 1.

Table 1 The process of solving the optimal path by Viterbi
algorithm

Initialization:

δ1(j) = w · F1 (y0 = start, y1 = j, x) ,
j = 1, 2, ...,m

Recurrence for I = 2,3,..., n:

δi(l) = max
1≤j≤m

{δi−1(j) + w · Fi (yi−1

= j, yi = l, x)} , l = 1, 2, ...,m

ϕi(l)= arg max
1≤j≤m

{δi−1(j) + w · Fi (yi−1

= j, yi = l, x)} , l = 1, 2, ...,m

Termination when i = n:

max
y

(w · F(y, x)) = max
i≤j≤m

δn(j)

y∗n = arg max
i≤j≤m

δn(j)

Return path:

y∗1 = ϕi+1
(
y∗i+1

)
, i = n − 1, n − 2, ..., 1
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Given a training sequence composed ofT words (w1,w2,
..., wT ), the goal is to maximize the average logarithmic
probability:

1
T

T−K∑

t=k
logP

(
wt|wt−k , ...,wt+k

)
(1)

Then, a multi-classifier is used for prediction:

P
(
wt|wt−k , ...,wt+k

) = eywt
∑

i eyi
(2)

Each yi represents the no-normalized log-probability of
each output word i:

y = b + Uh
(
wt−k , ...,wt+k ;W

)
(3)

where U and b are the softmax parameters. h is con-
structed by a concatenation or average of word vectors
extracted fromW. After the sentence vector is obtained by
PV-DM, the sentence vector and the character vector are
fused by summation, and we use tanh to prevent overflow
and underflow.

Vec = tanh (Vsentence + Vcharacter) (4)

3.2 Bi-directional LSTM based on characters
Long-short-term memory (LSTM) [33] is a special kind
of Recurrent Neural Network (RNN), which can solve the
problems of long-term dependence and vanishing gradi-
ent in ordinary RNN. In RNN, we think that the loop
connection is very simple and lacks non-linear activa-
tion function. It can only use information from the past.
With the continuous transmission of information, when
the time interval is long enough, the original information
will be forgotten. We call it long-term dependence. For
example, “ ” in Chinese can be under-
stood as “the name of mayor ofWuhan is Jiang daqiao”, but
it can be also understood as “the Yangtze River Bridge of
Wuhan”. We need to find out its meaning according to its
context. So, we choose BiLSTM. LSTM can spread infor-
mation in sentences. BiLSTM is composed of forward and
backward LSTM layers, so that it can make full use of
context information to solve the problem of long-term
dependence. Moreover, it is suitable for processing and
predicting events with relatively long intervals in time-

Fig. 4 Structure of BiLSTM-CRF. Take the output of BiLSTM as the input of CRF layer
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series, and the prediction effect is more accurate than that
of LSTM. In this paper, we use BiLSTM as the base model.
The BiLSTM architecture is shown in Fig. 2, where x is

the input sequence, y is the output prediction sequence,
i.e., tag sequence, c is the cell state, and h is the hidden
state. In named entity recognition, BiLSTM can be fur-
ther combined with conditional random field to enhance
its ability to take into account the sequential information
during the NER processs.

3.3 Conditional random fields with improved Viterbi
Named entity recognition is usually treated as a sequence
labeling task. Conditional Random Field (CRF) is a typical
machine learning model for this task. CRF is a condi-
tional probability distribution model, which is charac-
terized by assuming that the output random variables
constitute Markov Random Fields. As shown in Fig. 3,
in the conditional probability model, X and Y are both
random variables, P(Y | X) represents the probability
distribution of Y given X, which represents the obser-
vation sequence to be labeled, and y is the output vari-
able, which denotes the labeling sequence or the state
sequence.
When X is x, the conditional probability that the value

of Y is y is as follows:

P(y|x)= 1
z(x)exp

(∑
i,k λktk (yi−1, yi, x, i)+∑

i,k μlsl (yi, x, i)
)

(5)

Z(x)=
∑

y
exp

(∑
i,kλktk (yi−1, yi, x, i)+∑

i,l μlsl(yi−1yi, x, i)
)

(6)

where tk is the feature function defined on the edge, called
transfer feature, which depends on the current and previ-
ous positions, and sl is the feature function defined on the
node, called state feature, which depends on the current
position. Generally, the values of the two characteristic
functions are 0 or 1. When the characteristic condition is
satisfied, the value is 1; otherwise, it is 0. λk and μl are the
corresponding weights. Z(x) is the normalization factor,
and the summation is performed on all possible output
sequences.
The sequence labeling problem is the prediction prob-

lem of CRF. Given the conditional random field P(Y |
X) and the input sequence (observation sequence) x, the
output sequence (labeling sequence) y∗ with the great-
est conditional probability is found, and the observation
sequence is labeled. Therefore, the prediction problem of
CRF becomes the optimal path problem with the largest

Fig. 5 Chief flow chart. The input on the left is the character, and the input on the right is the sentence containing the corresponding characters.
After vectorizing the two inputs separately, the vectors are superposed as the input of the BiLSTM layer
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Table 2 Person name substitution. Replace the anonymous name in the source text with another real name

Source text Although Yang Hao did not hold the knife directly in the process of committing the crime, when
Chen called to invite Yang Hao to revenge Xu ,Yang Hao had clearly informed Yang Hao to carry
the crime tools, and Yang Hao also clearly stated that he knew that Chen had brought the knife,
and Yang Hao could foresee the possible harmful result of casualties at that time, so Yang Hao had
a general intention for the occurrence of Xu ’s death result.

Enhancement by named entity word substitution Although Yang Hao did not hold the knife directly in the process of committing the crime, when
Song Jiang called to invite Yang Hao to revenge Dong Zeyuan, he had clearly informed Yang Hao
to carry the crime tools, Yang Hao also clearly stated that he knew Gan Zhixiang was to let him
carry the knife, Yang Hao was able to foresee the possible result of injury and death of people at
that time, so Yang Hao had a general intention for the occurrence of Liang Xianglian’s death result.

un-normalized probability. CRF prediction algorithm typ-
ically uses the well-known Viterbi search to find the best
solution. Each path corresponds to a state sequence. The
optimal path is solved by dynamic programming, through
which, the most suitable output sequence is found. The
improved Viterbi algorithm is described as Table 1:
In the above algorithm description, δi(l) represents the

cumulative output probability of each mark l = 1,2, ..., m
at position i. ϕi(l) records the previous path of each mark
l at position i.
CRF can learn a constraint from training data to ensure

the validity of the final prediction label, and this constraint
condition is called transition score. Suppose a sentence S
consisting of n characters is expressed as:

S = {wi, |i = 1, 2, ..., n} (7)

There are K possible sequence paths of S. We need to
calculate the cumulative score for every path:

Pj = epj , j ∈[ 1,K] (8)

pj = EmissionScorej + TransitionScorej (9)

EmissionScorej =
n∑

i=1
se (ci, labelm|m = 1, 2, ...,K) (10)

TransitionScorej =
n∑

i=1
st (labeli → labeli+1) (11)

where e is the natural number. The Emission Score, which
is gained from the output of BiLSTM, means the sum of
the scores of marking the character ci as labelm in sen-
tence S, and se(ci, labelm) refers to the score of the ith
character in mth path; st (labeli → labeli+1) represents
the score of the ith label transferring to the (i+1)th label.
As Viterbi algorithm needs a large amount of computa-
tion, for the purpose of improving efficiency in practical
applications, it is beneficial to reduce the search space.We
achieve this goal by cutting off the path with the lowest
score as follows:
According to Begin-Inside-Outside (BIO) labeling rules,

B-X represents the beginning of entity word X, I-X repre-
sents the middle and end of entity word X, and O is the
non-entity word. As we know, the B-Person cannot be fol-
lowed by the I-Org, that is, the probability of transiting
from the B-Person to the I-Org is very small. So, we regard

Table 3 Penalty substitution. Replace the penalty with other penalty names that appear less in source text

Source text After examination, it is believed that the fact that Wu Zhen committed the crime of intentional
injury is clear.

Enhancement by named entity word substitution After examination, it is believed that the fact of Wu Zhen’s crime of endangering public safety by
dangerous means is clear.
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Table 4 Laws and regulations’ substitution. Replace the common laws and regulations with other rare laws and regulations

Source text In conclusion, the retrial application of Wang Pengfei, the retrial applicant, does not meet the
requirements of Article 91 of the administrative procedure law of the People’s Republic of China.

Enhancement by named entity word substitution In conclusion, the retrial application of Wang Pengfei does not meet the requirements of Arti-
cle 11 (3) of the regulations of the People’s Republic of China on the disclosure of government
information.

this path as an impossible path and cut it off to reduce
computation. The path we cut out is :

y′
n = arg min

1≤j≤K
TransitionScorej (12)

In the BiLSTM−CRF model, the output of BiLSTM
layer, that is Emission Score, is the input of CRF layer. And
the final output is the tag sequence determined by CRF.
The model structure is shown in Fig.4. Figure 5 shows the
whole process of our method.

3.4 Data enhancement
As the NER model is trained on annotated data, it is crit-
ical that the latter covers well different types of named
entities. This is difficult because of the large variety of
named entities. In particular, in the legal domain, organi-
zations often have very long names, and each name is only
mentioned once or a few times in the dataset. In order
to expose our model with various named entity samples,
we use a data enhancement to enrich the training dataset
of named entities. Data enhancement is processed in the
following two steps:

1. The source texts are divided into sentences and then
randomly recombined.

2. Named entities are randomly substituted with other
entity names of the same type, collected in entity
dictionary.

After the second step, we generate new instances in
the training data. The enhancement approach can thus
increase substantially the size of the training data.

Table 5 Statistic of dataset. It contains the amount of five entity
types and labels, and the total amount

Entity type Amount of entity Amount of tags

Person name 5579 18062

Organization name 1573 5930

Laws and regulations 1224 5005

Accusation 1693 4938

Judgment 1936 6802

Total 12005 40737

Tables 2, 3, and 4 show examples of different types of data
enhancement.

4 Results and discussion
In this section, the experimental settings are first pre-
sented, including the dataset, the evaluation metrics, and
the comparative methods. Then, experiments are carried
out to investigate the proposed methods in the judicial
field. Subsequently, the experimental results are compared
with other methods. At last, a discussion on these results
is given.

4.1 Experimental settings
4.1.1 Construction of dataset
The dataset used in our experiment was collected and
cleanedmanually by ourselves. It contains all over 260,000
words of various judicial documents obtained from the
Net of Chinese Judicial Documents. The documents
include criminal cases, civil cases, and administrative
cases. Then, we manually annotate the obtained docu-
ments according to BIO rules. The annotated entity types
include names of people, organizations, crimes, laws and
regulations, and penalties. The statistic of our datasets is
shown in Table 5. Seventy percent of these data are taken
as training set, 10% as validation set and 20% as test set.
The original character vectors are derived from Wiki-

data, and then, they combined with sentence vector
trained by PV-DM model using the proposed method in
this paper. Due to the anonymization of some personal
names in the obtained documents and the problem of

Table 6 Our method and other methods are tested in our
dataset and the results are compared

Model Precision Recall F1

Multiple HMMs [24] 71.64 71.06 71.34

Char baseline 68.79 60.35 64.30

+bichar+softword LSTM 74.36 69.43 71.81

Lattice LSTM [5] 76.35 71.56 73.88

Segment-level neural network [25] 71.60 69.40 70.48

BiLSTM-CRF 71.14 72.21 71.67

Ourmethod 77.08 73.69 75.35
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Table 7 Comparison of experimental results of five kinds of entities recognition of our method and the segment-level neural network

Methods Entity type Precision Recall F1

Our method

Person name 77.08 73.69 75.35

Organization name 66.69 61.48 64.10

Laws and regulation 92.59 94.34 93.46

Accusation 76.67 71.43 73.95

Penalty 77.12 72.80 74.90

Overall 77.08 73.69 75.35

Segment-level neural network

Person name 80.54 84.08 82.27

Organization name 62.55 69.68 65.92

Laws and regulation 15.54 26.14 19.49

Accusation 82.12 75.12 78.47

Penalty 35.96 47.29 40.85

Overall 71.60 69.40 70.48

over-fitting of the model caused by less mentioned names
of relevant laws and regulations, a data enhancement
method is adopted.

4.1.2 Comparedmethods and parameters
We compare our method with multiple HMMS [24], Lat-
tice LSTM [5], and segment-level neural network with
beam search [25] on our dataset.
We first created a mapping of characters and labels to

obtain the corresponding index. The dimension of the
character vector is set to 100. Dropout is adopted to pre-
vent over-fitting and the dropout rate is set to 0.5. The
learning rate is initially set to 0.005. The optimization
algorithm adopts stochastic gradient descent (SGD) algo-
rithm. The batch size and training epochs are set as 20 and
100, respectively. In each epoch, there are 100 iterations.
The experimental environment is NVIDIA Quadro P2000
and the development language is Python3.6.

4.1.3 Evaluationmetrics
The evaluation criteria used in this paper are precision,
recall, and F1-score(F1), and the recognition effectiveness
of each type of entity is evaluated separately. Precision
is the proportion of correctly predicted entity tags to all
predicted entity tags.

precision = EntityTagcorrect
EntityTagpredicted

(13)

Recall is the proportion of correctly predicted entity labels
to all entity labels in the sample.

recall = EntityTagcorrect
EntityTagall

(14)

The F1 is the harmonic mean of precision and recall.

F1 = 2 × precision × recall
precision + recall

(15)

4.2 Experimental results
4.2.1 Overall effectiveness
Table 6 compares our method with several mainstream
models based on character level information. It can be
seen that our method performs the best. The tests on dif-
ferent types of judicial text samples show that the Fl score
of multiple HMMs [24] can be stabilized above 71.34%.
Lattice LSTM [5] obtained 76.35% for precision, 71.56%
for recall, and 73.88% for Fl. Only character information
is used in these methods. In our method, we added sen-
tence information. This superior performance confirms
that the combination of character vector and sentence
vector is beneficial, and this makes it possible to learn
deeper semantic features from the text, thus improving
the effectiveness of named entity recognition in the field.

4.2.2 Effectiveness on different types of entity
The segment-level neural network model proposed by
Wang et al. [25] is used in the field of legal documents.
The recognition of named entities is completed by obtain-
ing page information and assigning markers to pages as a
whole. And the experiment reached 71.60% for precision,
69.40% for recall, and 70.49% for F1.
Comparing the results of our method and segment-

level neural network in Table 7, it can be seen that the
recognition effectiveness of the laws and regulations by
the method in this paper is obviously higher than that of
the segment level neural network, while the recognition
effectiveness of the names is slightly lower than that of
the latter. After analysis, we found that the lower recog-
nition effectiveness on names is due to names translated
from ethnic minority languages. Because these translated
names and common Chinese names use different charac-
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Fig. 6 Running time comparison of the model. We have carried out ten random experiments with the Viterbi algorithm and the improved
algorithm, respectively. We can see that the improved algorithm takes less time and is more efficient

ter patterns, the recognition effectiveness on such names
becomes poor.

4.2.3 Model performance comparison
Running time of the model. We randomly selected
70,000 words of judgment documents and conducted ten
experiments using Viterbi and our method respectively to
compare the prediction running time of the two meth-
ods. Figure 6 shows running time comparison between the
two methods. We can see that our method takes less time.
Under the same experimental conditions, when using the
original Viterbi algorithm, the average prediction time is

2187.65 milliseconds, and 2009.41 milliseconds for the
improved algorithm.
Comparison of evaluation metrics using our method

and Viterbi.We also analyzed the influence of path prun-
ing on the evaluation metrics of the model. We compared
precision, recall, and F1 value of our method and Viterbi.
As shown in Table 8, they are overall effectiveness com-
parison and effectiveness on different types of entity,
respectively. We can see that our method does have a cer-
tain impact on the performance of the model, but the loss
is not much. We believe that it is reasonable to improve
the efficiency of themodel with the loss of lower precision,

Table 8 Comparison of overall effectiveness of our method and Viterbi

Method Entity type Precision Recall F1

Our method

Person name 73.09 76.54 74.78

Organization name 66.69 61.48 64.10

Laws and regulations 92.59 94.34 93.46

Accusation 76.67 74.43 73.95

Penalty 77.12 72.80 74.90

Overall 77.08 73.69 75.35

Viterbi

Person name 74.13 77.02 75.55

Organization name 68.22 62.58 65.28

Laws and regulations 94.41 95.74 95.07

Accusation 77.38 74.95 76.15

Penalty 78.43 74.02 76.16

Overall 78.13 74.56 76.30
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Table 9 An example to show the effectiveness of data enhancement. Given a paragraph containing two law names. Before using data
enhancement, only one of them can be recognized. But all entities can be recognized when data enhancement is adopted

Input
In accordance with the provisions of Articles 78 and 79 of the Criminal Law of the People’s Republic of China and the
second paragraph of Article 262 of the Criminal Procedure Law of the People’s Republic of China, the judgment is as
follows:

Before data enhancement
Named entity: Criminal Law of the People’s Republic of China, Entity Type: Law

Data enhancement
Named entity: Criminal Law of the People’s Republic of China, Entity Type: Law.

Named entity: Criminal Procedure Law of the People’s Republic of China, Entity Type: Law

recall, and F1 value. In practical application, the working
efficiency of the system is as important as the accuracy.
Viterbi algorithm is a dynamic programming algorithm.

When solving the state transition path, the result is good
enough, but it does not mean that it is optimal. The
method proposed in this paper is based on the original
Viterbi algorithm to prune the path only according to the
current score. So in this process, the better path may be
cut off, making the performance of the model reduced to
a certain extent.

4.2.4 Impact of data enhancement
As we described, data enhancement can increase the size
of training data by adding artificially generated instances.
The example given in Table 9 shows that the impact
of data enhancement. The input sentence contains two
entities. Without data enhancement, the model can only
recognize one of them. The model trained using data
enhancement recognizes both named entities.

4.3 Discussion
The research on named entity recognition in the legal field
can lay a foundation for the related research of judicial
intelligence and promote the development of intelligent
multimedia devices such as information forensics and
intelligent consulting service system. We can use this sys-
tem to simplify the case process without manual work, so
as to better protect the privacy of the parties.
Although the proposed method achieved satisfactory

performance in named entity recognition, it still has fol-
lowing limitations. Firstly, the method proposed in this
paper is only used for named entity recognition in legal
field because the texts in different fields have different
characteristics. If we want to use the method in other
fields, we may need to further improve it to adapt to new
domain characteristics. So, the domain mobility needs to
be improved. Secondly, there are differences in the num-
ber of words, form, and meaning between the translation

names of ethnic minorities and the general Chinese per-
son names, so the recognition performance of the method
in this paper needs to be improved. At last, the classifica-
tion of legal named entity types needs further mining and
refinement, such as time and location category, so as to
achieve fine-grained named entity recognition.

5 Conclusion
In this paper, we investigated NER in judgment doc-
uments by taking into account their characteristics. A
dataset of judgment documents is built with manual
annotation of named entities. The Viterbi algorithm is
improved by cutting off the path with the lowest score, and
this is shown to improve the efficiency of the algorithm.
The PV-DM model is used to train the sentence vector
of the text, which is then combined with the character
vector to make the model more capable of capturing sen-
tence information and other features, thus making more
accurate prediction. In the future work, the identification
of names translated by ethnic minority languages will be
studied to improve the precision of identification, as this
has been found to be the main cause of relatively low
recognition effectiveness on personal names.
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